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MAKE YOUR FIRST MILLION NOW!

Benjamin Franklin was America’s First Millionaire. He was Conscious about how he both made his money and how he used it.

Franklin created the First franchised business (Printing Press Franchise) to help many poor attain a more financially Abundant Life. He also Gave Back to Help Others.

“You can do anything you set your mind to.”

SET YOUR MIND TO MAKE YOUR FIRST MILLION!

“By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail.”

PREPARE TO MAKE YOUR FIRST MILLION!

“Never leave till tomorrow, that which you can do today.”

IT’S TIME TO MAKE YOUR FIRST MILLION!

SHARE THIS MANIFESTO

Millionaire
INNER ZONE
MillionaireInnerZone.com
If you ever wanted to live abundantly and give-back on a big level, this Manifesto will prepare you to do exactly that.

It’s often the person who started life with few, if any advantages, who overcomes adversity to become wealthy.

It’s the startup business owner and entrepreneur who create their First Million by making their mark on the world.

It’s everyone who ever looks past his or her current situation, imagines something better, then takes conscious focused action to achieve their financial dreams.

That’s the reason I created “The First Millionaire Manifesto”, a powerful message designed to inspire anyone who wants to create their First Million. Think of First Millionaire Manifesto as your seven steps to becoming a Conscious Millionaire by making big profits and a big difference.
It’s just the two of us. So, I want to speak directly to you and share an important SECRET. Listen carefully because right here, right now, you are beginning a journey that can change your life and finances.

Whether you read this Manifesto or just get lost in the day and busy stuff, could very well determine your financial future.

Please remember one thing. **You don’t have to struggle**, be middle class, or even endlessly worry about how you will pay for life.

If you are now willing to make some changes to allow it to happen, then you can make your First Million and a big difference to the ones you love.

Make Your Difference!

**JV Crum III**
WHICH STEPS WILL YOU TAKE?

A step is one of a series of actions necessary to achieve any goal. The problem is most people take the wrong steps at the wrong time.

In every area of our lives, in order for us to achieve more, we have to climb a series of steps. When you were taught to read, cooked your first recipe, learned a sport or how to dance, there were specific steps to follow.

Making your First Million is no different.

However, while there are steps up, there are also steps down. What are they? Ignorance, bad financial decisions, spending more than you make, taking action without first knowing the right steps.

I want to give you these seven positive steps for creating your First Million. I urge you to begin implementing them RIGHT NOW!
“What you have achieved is in the past. The financial success you want is in the future. Always seek to create the mindset that supports you achieving the financial freedom you desire, the millionaire life you yearn for, and you will be drawn into a future filled with wealth, success, and the abundant life you desire.”
- J V Crum III

Choose a New Path...

To become the First Millionaire in your family, actually, no matter how much wealth your family members or friends have, to achieve YOUR First Million, you must change your relationship with money.

You must understand how your beliefs about money have held you back and limited your wealth in the past. Use your past to help you develop a new belief that you are capable of more, that you can move beyond the old beliefs, mindset, and situations that no longer serve you - so you can create your First Million.
Those who forge forward to create their First Million are the men, women, and teens who consistently choose to focus on finding ways to add value to others, then turn that into bigger sales and bigger profits. They do not settle for their current financial situation, instead they create a mindset of wanting to do, be, and achieve more.

When will you start on your path to creating your First Million? Do you want to be one of those who limit themselves from their possibilities and opportunities OR do you want to be one of the true pioneers who learn to see opportunities then turn them into big profits and a big difference?

In short, for YOU to make your First Million, you must shift from believing there is “not enough” to realizing there is actually more than enough. You must shift from scarcity to abundance, from struggle to flow. THIS IS THE MILLIONAIRE PATH!
Training your mind to think new ways is not easy, but if you want to make your First Million Dollars – then you must learn how to change your thoughts.

Why?

Because you can’t achieve your First Million if you continue to have your mind run by old, limiting thoughts about money. Only by choosing to act on the belief that YOU CAN live abundantly and YOU WILL make Your First Million!
PASSION IGNITES YOUR FIRE: If you had unstoppable passion, you would move faster, jump higher, and do whatever it took to turn your biggest dreams into a much bigger financial reality. The path to your First Million must be founded in doing what you love!

While you may find a way to make money in the short term, when things become difficult or you experience a set-back, it's the strength of your passion that will keep you moving forward, slicing through any barriers and achieving at even higher levels.
Passion makes you excited to achieve – to do, be, and live so full of energy, that you naturally reach new heights and take actions to create your First Million.

Passion energizes your goals by turning them into magnets that literally pull you toward your goals so you achieve them faster.

Passion attracts people to you. Just as your goals become magnets, you can become a magnet that energetically pulls people to you!

Passion makes you feel fully alive. When you are connected to your deepest heart-desires, you dream bigger about what is possible for your life.

Passion reveals your path to riches. It is when you fully commit to turning your passion into a way to help others that your financial path reveals itself with each step you take.
Those who connect with their deepest passions, then express them in how they make money and help others, achieve the most in their life and finances. It is when you put your “whole heart” into achieving goals that you become unstoppable.

There is something you have been yearning to do, something that will bring you the greatest feeling of exhilaration, the deepest joy imaginable, something that will excite you to get up early or stay up late, to become fully invested in your life and in achieving your financial goals.

THE FACT IS...

That something is the passion that you feel in your heart. Think of your passion as a friend that will help you move forward to make your First Million.
ENVISION YOUR AMAZING FUTURE

STEP 3

“When you have a compelling future, one that burns a picture in your mind, awakens your heart, excites your body, and uplifts your spirit, you have a vision of a future worth creating. To complete your vision, you must include a way to make money that fulfills you and helps others.”

- J V Crum III

While many people who want to make their First Million make the error of only focusing on the money, getting pieces of paper with dollar signs on them isn’t the real reason you want to make millions.

Actually, one of the biggest reasons you want more money is so you have the resources necessary to enjoy an amazing life and lifestyle - as well as to give back and help others.

It would not serve you, or anyone for that matter, to focus on making money to the exclusion of why you want money and how money can serve you.

Consider the lifestyle you have often dreamed about, yet have never had the time and resources to fully enjoy. Describe your ideal day. Where would you be located? Who would you share it with? What activities would you do?
The only way to get an amazing future is to make a commitment to taking the steps now that can assure you will obtain what you desire.

Make a decision now to stretch yourself by taking the road that few travel, the road that leads to the amazing success and fulfillment you desire.

In order to take the road that leads to your First Million, you must first create a clear picture in your mind of what you want, so you have a specific destiny.

Compelled by a desire to achieve more, make a bigger difference, and consciously choose your ideal future, you can now make a decision to take the road toward your First Million!
There are many choices for how you make your money and create the future you want to enjoy. However, there is no choice that has proven more successful for as many people as starting, building, and growing your own business.

While different sources may vary in their calculations, the number I’ve found most frequently is that upwards of 85% of those who make their First Million and enjoy the amazing future and lifestyle they want, do so by becoming a small business entrepreneur.

As you read First Millionaire Manifesto, consider what type of business you’d most like to own – and why you would enjoy owning it. If you are dedicated to having the future you want, then choose the path most likely to lead to it.
“Your ability to make your First Million will be determined by whether you take personal responsibility to be, live, and accomplish the most with your life – to make the best life possible for yourself, those you love, and the world around you. It is by holding yourself to the highest standards that you will achieve at your highest levels.”

- JV Crum III

In order to make your First Million by using the least amount of time, energy and resources, you must laser-focus on achieving at your highest level.

Focus on being the best version of you.

By being accountable for achieving at your highest, you eliminate being pulled down by the many negative effects of settling for less, which include: ineffective planning, missed deadlines and mediocre results.
To achieve at your highest, you must implement two strategies:

Strategy #1 - Develop a Millionaire Standard

Until you have a standard for what highest means to you, there is no way for you to know if you are actually achieving it.

Create your standard by writing a specific set of criteria that you will consistently apply to evaluate every result or goal you decide to achieve.

It is through conscious evaluation and review that you notice when you are achieving at your highest and when you are not. By having a standard, you empower yourself to make changes in your behavior and results so that you can achieve at a higher level and more quickly become a Conscious Millionaire.
Strategy #2 - Believe Abundance is Possible!

One of the biggest differences between those who achieve at their highest level and those who don’t, is what they believe is possible.

People who maintain scarcity thoughts constantly struggle. They consistently think there isn’t enough – enough ways to make money, enough customers to buy their products and services, enough opportunities for them!

By contrast, those who make their First Million tell themselves there is always more than enough. Their thoughts empower them to make more money because they see and act on the abundant opportunities that are all around them.
DEVELOP POSITIVE HABITS

STEP 5

DON'T QUIT

“Every person who has ever achieved their First Million and made a big contribution to the world, has developed strong positive habits. Think of habits as strategies that either move you toward your goals or away from them. Until you become conscious of your habits, they control you and your financial destiny.”

- J V Crum III

What is a habit?

Anything that you do on a repeated basis is a habit. These include repeated ways you think, feel, or act. Habits are so automatic, that you typically do them without any awareness. When you stop to consider this, most of what you achieve during your day is based on your habits.

However, by making a conscious decision to develop habits that help you make money, you empower yourself to become a Conscious Millionaire.
There are seven Conscious Millionaire Habits:

Habit #1 - Make Conscious Choices - People who make the most money, build the biggest businesses, and make the greatest contributions to our world, make conscious choices – about their priorities, goals, actions, and the people with whom they associate.

Habit #2 - Develop Laser Focus - Focus is power. It keeps you on track so you don’t become distracted by time-wasting activities. By focusing intently, you become more productive. Laser-focus helps you cut through any barrier that exists between you and what you desire.

Habit #3 - Take Fast Action - Every person who achieves high levels of financial success understands this secret: success loves action and rewards speed. When you take fast action, you build momentum that supports you in making your First Million faster.

Habit #4 - Do What’s Right - Doing what’s right serves a higher purpose – the difference you want to make by how you achieve financial success. Doing what’s right is a commitment to align your behaviors with your values. It is also a commitment to habitually keep your promises.

Habit #5 - Leverage Yourself Daily - Leverage is a form of multiplication. It includes utilizing the resources, contacts, and skills of those you know, or hire, to achieve your outcomes. Those who achieve lasting financial success, use leverage daily to multiply their money.
Habit #6 - Seek Opportunities - Those who make the most wealth and the biggest difference with their life, develop the habit of seeking new opportunities daily. They constantly generate a pipeline of opportunities that unlock new possibilities for making money and creating positive change.

Habit #7 - Constantly Learn and Grow - Everyone who achieves at his or her highest levels, financially and personally, makes a commitment to constantly learn and grow. They consciously choose experiences, trainings, and opportunities that will help them increase their skills and grow as a person.

Be developing these seven Conscious Millionaire Habits, you create the behavioral patterns that are a pre-condition for building a profitable business, growing your financial wealth, and making your First Million.
“I believe we are each on this planet for a reason. Some people refer to it as their calling. Others think of it as the True North direction for their life and how they make money. Your purpose, the difference you yearn to make, is part of the very fabric of your being. It has always been a part of your core nature.”

- J V Crum III

Each of us is moving toward a future, one that we are sharing and creating together. What part do you feel called to play? What are you passionate to achieve? What difference do you want to make?

Choose this to become the central focus of your financial activities so that you can unite making big profits with making a big difference!
While we each have a specific purpose, a powerful difference we want to make, until we become conscious of it and put it into action, we are just taking a random walk down the street of life.

When you live in this purpose-less state, there is no continuity between what you did yesterday, today, and will do tomorrow.

Here is the problem...

Without a clear purpose, you are like a ship lacking a rudder. You might try one way to make money this year; then next year, head in a totally different direction. How could anyone achieve lasting financial success by acting in this erratic manner?
Many people limit themselves by looking in the rearview mirror. They mistakenly assume that what they have accomplished in the past is all they are capable of in life. They think in error that their past equals their future.

The truth is, your past accomplishments are just a beginning of what you can do, the tip of the iceberg. **Assuming anything were possible, there was nothing holding you back, what difference would you want to make?**

Imagine this difference becoming the central focus of a business you build. See yourself helping others who NEED this difference in their lives, businesses, or organizations. **Now, imagine making this difference for customers who want to buy from you, which helps you achieve your financial destiny and make your First Million.**
“The exact moment you make a conscious decision to stop believing that life is happening to you, and take conscious control over your future, you begin to claim your true destiny. This is what it means to become conscious; it is assuming full responsibility for what you achieve, including the riches and fulfillment you enjoy along your journey.”

- J V Crum III

Of all the seven steps, none is more crucial to making your First Million dollars than consciously choosing the destiny you want.

Then having chosen your destiny, taking full personal responsibility for claiming it, by bringing it to life – YOUR LIFE!
Creating your First Million requires a commitment to clearly define what you want in specific, measurable terms – to choose your life, on your terms; to make your difference, in your way. It requires learning how to become so fully absorbed in your zone, so laser-focused on your outcome, that nothing can ever hold you back or block you from enjoying the financial freedom you desire.

Understand that what you want to achieve is outside the ordinary. It actually isn’t common for most people to become millionaires. Less than 5% of households in the United States (it is often a smaller number in other locations) ever complete the journey to their First Million.

However YOU aren’t like most people. You want to claim your destiny; you want to show up big in life; you want to make your First Million! The very fact you are reading this says you are ready to take your next steps.
People who claim their destiny and make their First Million, let go of anything that has held them back in the past. Because they are willing to change and take a new path, they more easily embrace the seven steps revealed in this Manifesto.

They choose to become aware of any fears or roadblocks, make a decision to move past them, then take action to claim their destiny.

You can become one of these people. In fact, I believe that is why you are reading this Manifesto. You want greater financial success – and you can have it.

Think of the first seven steps as foundational. Without them, your chances of achieving your First Million would be significantly diminished. Yet, there is another step, a step that empowers you to reach your financial goals faster and with less effort. This step is your Millionaire Inner Zone.
Imagine a day in your life in which everything unfolds rapidly and in a manner that feels almost effortless. Your stress melts away. Obstacles disappear. Your insights are on target. You feel in harmony with your goals and the world all around you.

You seem to be in the right place, at the right time. You have a heightened state of awareness and synchronicity with others around you. **You are in the flow of life, effortlessly moving forward with speed and ease. This is what it is like in your Millionaire Inner Zone.**

Now, what if you could create this type of day whenever you want. How much quicker would you achieve your financial goals? If you owned a business, how much faster would you grow it? How much easier would you close sales? How much more money would you make?
When you are in your Millionaire Inner Zone, you are in a powerful state. Think of state as how you choose to show up at any moment; how you are thinking, feeling, and acting.

When athletes perform at their best, they talk about being “in the zone.” They gain access to a heightened state of competency. Their senses and response patterns become super-activated. When you enter your Millionaire Inner Zone, you can create this experience as well.

Those who achieve at their highest level, both live and conduct business in their zone. They have precise intuitive hunches available to them. They have more possibilities to grow their business faster, make better financial decisions, and as a result, make more money.
READY FOR MILLIONAIRE SUCCESS?

LET’S GET HONEST...if what you are doing right now were going to result in you claiming the destiny you want, creating your First Million, and making your big difference, then you would have already achieved these. That’s true – isn’t it?

And, while you can blame people left and right, say it was this circumstance or that, the truth is you’ve gotten exactly what you’ve created. Not one penny more or less.

Now, the fact is you are either in your Millionaire Inner Zone, or you aren’t. And if you aren’t, then you have less chance of quickly achieving your big financial goals. Are you ready to step up and reach your highest financial levels? Now is the time to get into your Millionaire Inner Zone!
CREATE YOUR MILLIONAIRE LIFE!

A number of years ago I had a moment of Awakening, not unlike the moment you may be experiencing right now. At that time in my life, some days everything came together, and on other days, nothing seemed to be right.

This was when I had my deeper realization that neither you nor I had to settle for days on which life didn’t work for us.

You can take control over your financial destiny, get into your Millionaire Inner Zone, choose the fast path to making your First Million OR you could just stand on the river banks, watching life flow by you - never making your mark on the world; never enjoying financial freedom.

It’s important that you understand that you DO have a choice. You can either go with the flow of life or continue to struggle against it. Going with the flow is better - MUCH BETTER!
“Who is J V Crum III? And, Why should you pay attention to what I have to say?”

I created the Millionaire Inner Zone to share with you the same process that I’ve used to make millions, build and sell companies, invest in real estate, and coach people to achieve optimal results.

My life has always been about waking up to what is possible, developing tools for achieving bigger results, and helping others to become more empowered!

My style is a mix of a fast-moving, goal-focused attitude with the lessons of mindful focus and connecting with the flow.

The Millionaire Inner Zone grew out of my desire to answer one question:

What is the secret to achieving fast results - any time, any place?

From over three decades of studying the deeper mysteries of how life works, first to learn them for myself and then to empower my students, I unlocked the code and discovered the secrets I will share with you in the Millionaire Inner Zone 30 Day Program.
YOUR ELEVATOR TO FAST RESULTS!

That Awakening led me to create the Millionaire Inner Zone program, the world’s absolutely best 30 Day program for rapidly achieving the sales and profit results you desire. And, doing it in a way that feels authentic, natural and right for you!

You can take a slow staircase to the 100th floor or get on a fast elevator that whisks you upward toward your First Million. Think of Millionaire Inner Zone as getting you on that fast elevator to fast results!

The program is engineered with two goals: first, to help you make money with greater speed and ease; and second, to provide you a path that feels authentic and right to you. It combines the two by training you to get in your zone.

And, the best part is the Millionaire Inner Zone is right for business owners, entrepreneurs, professionals, sales persons, CEO’s, executives, startups, business leaders and teams – anyone ready to play big and get Faster Results. Any time, any place!
YOU’LL LOVE THE MILLIONAIRE INNER ZONE

You’ll Love the Millionaire Inner Zone ...

The reason is simple – this 30 Day program provides you with a proven method, a repeatable and learnable approach, that you can use to not only achieve your sales and profits faster, but enjoy a life that fulfills you and helps others. It provides the tools you need to tap into your energy zone and move you forward on your path to becoming a Conscious Millionaire.

Why wait another second? It’s time that you put the past behind you, get in your Millionaire Inner Zone, and move forward on the path to your First Million.

Start living your financial destiny now.

Make Your Difference!

JV Crum III

SHARE THIS MANIFESTO

MillionaireInnerZone.com
“You could choose the slow path or the fast path. It’s time for YOU to get in your Millionaire Inner Zone!”

- J V Crum III

It’s time for you to claim your financial destiny and get on the path to making YOUR FIRST MILLION!

MillionaireInnerZone.com

Contact@ConsciousMillionaire.com

+1-800-489-9496

GROUP AND BUSINESS DISCOUNTS

If you have a group of people (10+) and want to participate, contact us for group pricing discounts.